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Abstrat
The Kaluza-Klein ompatiation in the limit of large number of extra dimensions
is studied. Starting point is the Einstein-Hilbert ation plus osmologial onstant in
4+D dimensions. It is shown that in the large D limit the eetive four dimensional
osmologial onstant is of order 1/D whereas the size of the extra dimensions
remains nite. A 't Hooft like large D expansion of the eetive Lagrangian for
the Kaluza-Klein salar and gauge elds arising from the dimensional redution is
onsidered. It is shown that the propagator of the salar eld assoiated to the
determinant of the metri of the extra dimensions is strongly suppressed. This is an
interesting result as in standard Kaluza-Klein theory this salar degree of freedom
is responsible for the onstraint on the gauge elds whih makes it impossible to
reover the usual Yang-Mills equations. Moreover in the large D limit it turns out
that the ultraviolet divergenes due to the interations between gauge and salar
elds are softened.
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1 Introdution
The Kaluza-Klein senario aiming to reover gauge elds from pure spae-time
geometry is one of the most fasinating ideas of theoretial physis. In the orig-
inal proposal, the attempt was to unify four-dimensional General Relativity
(GR) with Maxwell eletrodynamis as GR in ve dimensions ompatied on
a irle. In this way one gets Einstein's equations in four dimensions, a gauge
eld and also a salar eld. However, a quite serious problem in trying to
make ontat with gauge theory arises. The dynamis of Maxwell eld is not
exatly what one would like beause the extra salar degree of freedom (whih
orresponds to the determinant of the metri along the extra-dimension) gives
rise to an extra onstraint whih prevents one from having both a onstant
salar eld and the usual Maxwell equations for the gauge eld.
In order to inlude non-Abelian gauge elds the urvature of the extra di-
mensions annot vanish. This is problemati sine the produt of four dimen-
sional Minkowski with a ompat manifold with non-Abelian isometry group
G (the natural ground state of Kaluza-Klein ompatiation) is not a so-
lution of higher dimensional GR [1℄. A non-vanishing positive osmologial
onstant may help sine solutions whih are the produt of a four dimensional
Lorentzian manifold of onstant positive urvature with a ompat manifold
with non-Abelian isometry group G exist. However in this ase the eetive
four-dimensional osmologial onstant turns out to be of the same order of
magnitude as the urvature of the ompat spae. It is therefore diult to
make ontat with phenomenology if one assumes that the ompat extra-
dimensions are haraterized by a sale muh smaller than the marosopi
four dimensions (a bright analysis of the problem of Kaluza-Klein ompati-
ation is in [2℄; for updated reviews, see, e.g., [3℄, [4℄, [5℄). Also the problem
already mentioned above remains: namely, the dynamis of Yang-Mills eld is
not exatly what one would like beause the extra salar degrees of freedom
(and in partiular, the degree of freedom orresponding to the determinant of
the metri along the extra-dimension) give rise to an extra onstraints absent
in Yang-Mills theory. It has been reently shown [6℄ that in the ontext of
Lovelok gravities many of the problem of usual Kaluza-Klein ompatia-
tions an be addressed.
One may also be interested in analyzing the quantum features of the ee-
tive Kaluza-Klein Lagrangian for salar and gauge elds (thinking at the
four-dimensional metri as a lassial bakground on whih the Kaluza-Klein
salars and the gauge elds propagates
1
). Indeed, suh Lagrangian ontains
non-renormalizable interations between the salars and the gauge elds whih
1
This makes sense if the typial length sale of the extra dimensions is muh smaller
than the typial length sale of the marosopi four-dimensional metri.
2
generate many problems in the Ultra-Violet (UV) limit.
Here, we propose a framework in whih the problems above desribed an
be treated in a natural way: we will apply the well known 't Hooft large N
expansions [7℄ [8℄
2
to the eetive Kaluza-Klein Lagrangian for salars and
gauge elds (thus, in the present ase, N will be related to the number D of
extra-dimensions).
The rst attempts to obtain an expansion similar to the 't Hooft one in gravity
have been performed in [11℄ [12℄ [13℄ and further rened in [14℄. In [12℄ and
in [14℄ the "small parameter" is 1/d (d being the total number of spae-
time dimensions). While in [15℄ [16℄, it has been proposed to think at the
(Eulidean) four-dimensional GR as a onstrained gauge theory for the SO(4)
group and performs an expansion in whih 4→ N is large (keeping xed the
number of spaetime dimensions, that is d = 4).
For the Kaluza-Klein ompatiation of GR plus osmologial onstant in
4+D dimensions, the subjet of the present paper, it is found that already at
lassial level there is a nontrivial large D expansion whose most remarkable
feature is that the eetive four dimensional osmologial onstant is of order
of 1/D. At quantum level, performing the 't Hooft like largeD expansion, it is
found that the propagator of the salar eld orresponding to the determinant
of the metri of the extra dimensions is strongly suppressed. This is a nontrivial
feature as in standard Kaluza-Klein theory suh salar degree of freedom is
responsible for the extra onstraint on the gauge elds mentioned above whih
makes it impossible to reover the Yang-Mills equations when this eld is
onstant.
Moreover, from the "large N" perspetive, the Kaluza-Klein eetive La-
grangian presents new features whih are absent in the large N expansion
of QCD or in the large N expansions of model with global symmetries (suh
as the Gross-Neveu model; for two reviews see [10℄). These novel features allow
one to soften the UV problems already mentioned
3
.
Indeed, already the lassial theory manifests a non-trivial large D saling,
so one ould wonder about the justiation of treating 1/D as a oupling
onstant. On the other hand, as it is well known, in quantum mehanis one
reahes the semi-lassial regime in the limit of very high quantum numbers.
2
The Veneziano limit [9℄, in whih the ratio N/Nf is kept xed (Nf being the
number of quarks avours), was also important to further larify several features of
quark and mesons dynamis; two pedagogial reviews are [10℄.
3
This framework is somehow in between the points of view of the referenes [12℄ and
[14℄ (in whih a large d expansion was onsidered) and the point of view proposed
in [15℄ [16℄ (where d is kept xed and "SO(4) is enlarged" in suh a way to separate
the "internal indies" from the "spae-time indies").
3
In quantum eld theory, the semi-lassial regime is valid when the vauum
expetation value(s) of the number operator(s) of the eld(s) is (are) very large
(as it happens, for instane, when ondensates appear). Therefore, sine in the
large D expansion the number of degrees of freedom grows polynomially with
D, one an treat 1/D as a small parameter for the semi-lassial expansion
around the Kaluza-Klein vauum (in analogy with what happens in the largeN
expansion of the 3D Gross-Neveu model). In fat, as in quantum eld theory
ondensates break some symmetry of the theory, the Kaluza-Klein vauum
breaks part of the symmetry of the trivial maximally symmetri vauum.
Furthermore, as it will be shown in the next setions, the large D expansion
(at least partially) solves some onsisteny problems of the lassial Kaluza-
Klein theory.
The struture of the paper is the following: First the lassial nontrivial fea-
tures of the Large D limit of Kaluza-Klein ompatiation whih arise at
lassial level are disussed. Then the basi features of the 't Hooft expansion
and of some nontrivial large D-resummations are disussed. It is found that
the two most remarkable features of this expansion are the suppression of the
salar degree of freedom orresponding to the determinant of the metri and
the softening of the ultraviolet divergenes. In the last setions the onlusions
are presented.
2 The Kaluza-Klein senario: a short introdution
Let us onsider the Kaluza-Klein senario in (4 +D) dimensions whose ground
state is a produt manifold M4 × KD (KD being an Eulidean manifold of
onstant positive urvature; nie reviews on this subjet are [4℄, [17℄, [3℄). Here,
we will only onsider the Einstein-Hilbert ation with a positive osmologial
onstant Λ,
Λ4+D = Λ,
(in order to have non-Abelian gauge elds) in (4 +D) dimensions. The ground
state metri is the following diret produt in whih the extra-dimensional
manifold is a onstant urvature manifold
g(4+D) = gµν (x
µ) dxµdxν + ĝab (y
a) dyadyb
where the oordinates xµ are intrinsi toM4 and y
a
are D-dimensional oordi-
nates intrinsi to KD. With this ansatz, the mixed omponents of the Einstein
equation (written in the usual seond order formalism
4
) involving the mixed
omponents Gaµ of the (4 +D)-dimensional Einstein tensor GAB are trivially
4
In the next subsetion, the Palatini rst order formalism will be onsidered.
4
satised. The (4 +D) dimensional Einstein equations
GAB = ΛgAB
redue to a four-dimensional Einstein equations for gµν :
G(4)µν + Λ4gµν = 0 ,
with an eetive osmologial onstant Λ4 and to a D-dimensional Eulidean
Einstein equations for ĝab:
G
(D)
ab + ΛDgab = 0 .
As it is well known, a non-Abelian algebra of Killing elds is only ompati-
ble with a D−dimensional symmetri spae of positive eetive osmologial
onstant ΛD: the eetive four dimensional and D−dimensional osmologial
onstants are respetively
Λ4 =
2
D+ 2
Λ
and
ΛD =
D− 2
D+ 2
Λ
so that
Λ4
ΛD
=
2
D− 2 .
Therefore, when D is large, Λ4 is muh smaller than ΛD: in partiular, at lead-
ing order in the large D expansion, Λ4 vanishes. One then see that the large
D expansion itself is able to keep separated the marosopi four-dimensional
sale from the typial extra-dimensional sale without any extra ingredient.
This is indeed a very attrative feature of the present framework. In the fol-
lowing subsetion, the non-trivial large D saling of the lassial theory will
be dedued in the rst order Palatini formalism whih, for this goal, is more
onvenient than the seond order formalism.
2.1 Kaluza-Klein senarios in the rst order formalism
To fully display the D-dependene in the largeD expansion it is onvenient to
introdue the following notations (we will follow [17℄): let ta be the Lie algebra
generators orresponding to the Lie group G (whih will play the role of the
gauge group of the Kaluza-Klein gauge elds):
[ta, tb] =C
c
abtc, s
−1ds = eata,
dss−1=−êata,
s ∈G, ea (Yb) = δab , êa
(
Ŷb
)
= δab
5
here Ŷa and Yb represent the right and left invariant vetor elds while ê
a
and
ea are the orresponding dual one-forms. To have a onsistent Kaluza-Klein
senario one may onsider the ase in whih the Ya are the Killing vetors of
the full (4 +D)-dimensional metri 5 . The natural Kaluza-Klein ground state
is a produt of a four dimensional manifold fullling the four-dimensional
Einstein equations (with a small osmologial onstant if D is large) times a
oset manifold G/H invariant under the orresponding non-Abelian algebra
of Killing elds. The ground state metri (whose Killing vetors are the Ya)
on G/H will be written as
gG/H = ĝabê
aêb. (1)
In the ground state, ĝab does not depend on x: to x the idea, one an think
at the extra-dimensional manifold orresponding to the ground state of the
Kaluza-Klein salars as the D-sphere
G
H
= SD =
SO(D+ 1)
SO(D)
. (2)
At the semi-lassial level, the large D expansion orresponds, from the point
of view of gauge elds, to a (bit unusual as we shall see in the next setion)
't Hooft expansion of the eetive Kaluza-Klein Largrangian for salars and
gauge elds with SO(D) as gauge group.
Eventually, the usual Kaluza-Klein ansatz for the (4 +D)-dimensional metri
g(4+D) reads
g(4+D) = gµνdx
µdxν + ĝab (x
µ) (êa + Aa)
(
êb + Ab
)
. (3)
The above metri (3) is left unhanged by the following gauge transformations:
A′ = u−1Au+ du−1, (ĝab)
′ = (ĝcd)R (u)
c
aR (u)
d
b
where u (xµ) ∈ SO(D), while the matrix R (u)ca is in the adjoint representation
in the sense that the element u ∈ SO(D) indues the following transformation
on generators ta
(ta)
′ = tbR (u)
b
a .
As a onsequene, sine in the 't Hooft notation the propagators of the "SO(D)
gluons" Ab are represented by a double line (as usual, the Aa elds transform
in the adjoint) the salars degrees of freedom orresponding to ĝab (x
µ) (see
Eq. (13) below) will be represented by four lines as it will be explained in
more details in the next setion (a similar phenomenon also ours in [15℄
5
It an be also analyzed the ase in whih the Ya are the Killing vetors of the
metri only when restrited to the extra-dimensions [17℄, but we will restrit the
present analysis only to the ase in whih the Ya are the Killing vetors of the total
metri.
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[16℄): this is the origin of the unusual features of the 't Hooft expansion of the
Kaluza-Klein eetive Lagrangian.
In many eld theoretial models in whih the large N expansion is available
(suh as the Gross-Neveu, Yang-Mills theory, and so on) the non-trivial saling
with N only appears at a quantum level (see, for instane, [10℄). Namely, only
after omputing Feynman diagrams with loops, one an reognize the possi-
bility to perform a large N expansion whih orresponds to a semi-lassial
expansion. However, in gravity (beause of the fat that the extra-dimensions
desribe in a sense the loal gauge symmetry of Yang-Mills theory), already
the lassial equations of motion manifest a non-trivial saling withD (related
to the dimension of the Kaluza-Klein gauge elds).
Let ωAB and eA the (torsion free) spin onnetion and the "(4 + D)−bein"
respetively, the Riemann urvature two form RAB is dened as
RAB = dωAB + ωACω
CB, A, B, C, .. = 1, ..,D+ 4, µ, ν, ρ, σ = 1, .., 4,
DeA= TA = deA + ωACe
C = 0, a, b, c, ..., a1, a2, ..., i, j, k, ... = 1, ..,D.
The Einstein-Hilbert ation plus the osmologial term in 4 +D dimensions
in the rst order formalism read
ID+4 =
∫ (
c0
4 +D
eA1 ..eA4+D +
c1
D+ 2
RA1A2eA3 ..eA4+D
)
(4)
where c0 is proportional to the osmologial onstant and c1 to the 4 + D
Newton onstant. At a lassial level, no argument an be invoked whih
suggests that c0 is negligible with respet to c1 so that the "bare" lassial
oupling onstants c0 and c1 sale with D in the same way: therefore, in
the large D limit, c0/c1 is a non-vanishing nite onstant (let us all suh a
onstant
6β̂
α̂
for future onveniene)
c0
c1
≈
D≫1
6β̂
α̂
+ o(1/D).
Let us divide the indies into two groups: µ, ν, ρ, σ,... represent the maro-
sopi Lorentzian four dimensions (µ, ν, ρ, σ = 1, .., 4) while small Latin
indies a, b, c,..i,j,k,.., a1, a2,.. (whih will play the role of the internal in-
dies of the Yang-Mills elds) represent the D ompat extra dimensions (a,
b, c,..i,j,k,.., a1, a2,.. = 1, ..,D). Thus, there are three dierent kinds of om-
ponents of the Riemann urvature two form RAB:
Rµν , Rµa, Rab.
Roughly speaking, the omponents Rµν give rise to the usual four dimensional
gravitational interation of GR with a suitable energy-momentum tensor for
7
the gauge and salar elds as soure, the omponents Rµa are related to the
eld strength of the gauge elds (generating the orresponding equations of
motion) while the omponents Rab are related to the salar elds and to the
well known salar onstraint on the gauge elds (the expliit deomposition of
the Riemann tensor an be found, for instane, in [4℄, [17℄, [3℄). The equations
of motion orresponding to the ation in Eq. (4) split as follows:
0=Eµ = εµνρσa1..aD
{
c0
(D+ 3) (D+ 2)
6
(eνeρeσea1 ..eaD)+
+c1D (D− 1)
[
Ra1a2
6
(eνeρeσea3 ..eaD) +
+
Rνa1
D− 1 (e
ρeσea2 ..eaD) +
(ea1 ..eaDeσ)
(D− 1)D R
νρ
]}
,
0=Ea1 = εµνρσa1..aD
{
c0
(D+ 3) (D+ 2)
24
(eµeνeρeσea2 ..eaD) +
+c1 (D− 2) (D− 1)
[
Ra2a3
24
(eµeνeρeσea4 ..eaD) +
+
Rµa2
3 (D− 2) (e
νeρeσea3 ..eaD) +
(eρeσea2 ..eaD)
2 (D− 1) (D− 2)R
µν
]}
.
It then lear that when D is very large the above equations separate into
deoupled equations for the dierent omponents Rµν , Rµa and Rab: the reason
is that for large D the number of salar eld omponents grows faster than
the number of Kaluza-Klein gauge elds while the number of four dimensional
gravitational degrees of freedom does not hange.
We will assume, as it is usually done in various types of large N expansions,
that for very large D any eld Φ an be expanded as follows
Φ = Φ(0) +
1
D
Φ(1) +
1
D2
Φ(2) + ...,
such that, ∀ k, Φ(k) does not depend on D,
where Φ(0) is the leading order and the terms Φ(i) for i > 0 an be onsid-
ered as subleading orretions so that no omponent of RAB is divergent at
large D. Indeed, suh an hypothesis is the most natural one sine the large
D expansion itself provides one with a suitable tool to keep well separated
the marosopi sale of the four dimensional diretions (µ, ν,...) from the
ompatied diretions (a1, a2,...).
8
To simplify the notation, it is onvenient to dene two resaled oupling on-
stants β̂ and α̂ in terms of c0 and c1 as follows:
c0 =
6β̂
(D+ 3) (D+ 2)
, c1 =
α̂
D (D− 1) .
The eld equations Eµ = 0 and Ea1 = 0 now read
0=Eµ = εµνρσa1..aD
{
β̂ (eνeρeσea1 ..eaD) + (5)
+ α̂
[
Ra1a2
6
(eνeρeσea3 ..eaD) +
Rνa1
D− 1 (e
ρeσea2 ..eaD) +
(ea1 ..eaDeσ)
(D− 1)D R
νρ
]}
,
0=Ea1 = εµνρσa1..aD
{
β̂
4
(eµeνeρeσea2 ..eaD) + α̂
(
1− 2
D
)
· (6)
·
[
Ra2a3
24
(eµeνeρeσea4 ..eaD) +
Rµa2
3 (D− 2) (e
νeρeσea3 ..eaD) +
+
(eρeσea2 ..eaD)
2 (D− 1) (D− 2)R
µν
]}
.
It is easy to see a very nie feature of the present large D framework: a priori,
one should assume that all the omponents of the full Riemann tensor Rµν ,
Rµa, Rab have already at a lassial level a non-trivial 1/D expansion:
Rµν =Rµν(0) +
1
D
Rµν(1) + ...,
Rµa=Rµa(0) +
1
D
Rµa(1) + ...,
Rab=Rab(0) +
1
D
Rab(1) + ....
However, as far as Rµν and Rµa are onerned, it is onsistent with the eld
equations to simply onsider the leading terms:
Rµν =Rµν(0),
Rµa=Rµa(0),
while as far as Rab is onerned it is enough to onsider the rst two terms of
the expansion:
Rab = Rab(0) +
1
D
Rab(1). (7)
9
Thus, at large D, one gets the following deoupled equations for Ra1a2(0) , R
a1a2
(1) ,
Rνa1 and Rνρ:
εa1..aD
(
β̂
4
ea2 ..eaD + α̂
Ra2a3(0)
24
(ea4 ..eaD)
)
= 0, (8)
εa1..aD (e
a4 ..eaD)Ra2a3(1) = 0, (9)
εµνρσa1..aD (e
ρeσea2 ..eaD)Rνa1 = 0, (10)
εµνρσR
νρeσ = 0, (11)
The Ra2a3(0) omponents satisfy Eulidean Einstein equations with an eetive
D-dimensional osmologial onstant given by
6β̂
α̂
. Thus, no matter how large
is the atual (4+D)-dimensional osmologial onstant, the onsisteny of the
large D expansion demands that the eetive four-dimensional osmologial
onstant is of order 1/D (indeed, the eetive four-dimensional osmologi-
al onstant vanishes at leading order in the large D expansion). The lead-
ing orretion to Rab in the 1/D expansion (namely, Rab(1)) satises Eulidean
D−dimensional Einstein equations with a vanishing osmologial onstant.
The non-trivial large D saling present already in the lassial equations of
motion is an interesting feature of the present framework.
3 Propagators and 't Hooft expansion
In the next setion, some large D orretion to the propagators of the salar
elds ρ and −→pi will be analyzed: in order to ahieve this goal, it is onvenient
to use the seond order formalism. The 4+D dimensional gravitational ation
reads
S4+D =
∫ √
g4+D (R4+D + 2Λ4+D) .
The 4 +D dimensional Rii salar an be expressed in terms of the four di-
mensional Rii salar R4, the Kaluza-Klein salars and gauge elds as follows
R4+D =R4 +RD − g
µνgαβ
4
ĝabF
a
µαF
b
νβ −∇µ
(
tr
(
ĝ−1∇µĝ
))
+
−1
4
tr
((
ĝ−1∇µĝ
) (
ĝ−1∇µĝ
))
(12)
−1
4
(
tr
(
ĝ−1∇µĝ
)) (
tr
(
ĝ−1∇µĝ
))
where it has been introdued the short-hand notation ĝ for the salar Kaluza-
Klein elds ĝab (x
µ) and RD is the Rii salar of the extra-dimensional man-
ifold
10
RD=−ĝij
(
CkaiC
a
kj +
1
2
CkliC
l
kj
)
− ĝmnC iimCjjn +
− ĝij ĝ
kpĝmn
4
C ikmC
j
pn.
It is apparent the origin of the UV divergenes (mentioned in the introdution)
of the Kaluza-Klein Lagrangian for gauge and salar elds (in whih the four
dimensional part of the gravitational eld is onsidered as a lassial bak-
ground). The two most dangerous soures of non-renormalizable interations
are the determinant
√
g4+D of the metri in the gravitational ation
6
and the
term
gµνgαβ
4
ĝabF
a
µαF
b
νβ
in the Rii salar. Suh a term also generates non-renormalizable intera-
tions between the ρ eld and the gauge elds as well as a non-renormalizable
interations between the
−→pi elds (dened below in Eq. (13)) and the gauge
elds
7
. For the reasons mentioned at the beginning of the next setion, it is
not possible to give a omplete treatment of the renormalization of the above
Kaluza-Klein ation. However, it is interesting to stress that the one of the
main guilties of the UV problems is the salar degrees of freedom ρ. If one
would nd a sound mehanism to suppress the propagator of ρ one would also
soften many of the UV divergenes of the theory. We will ome bak on this
important point in the following.
It is onvenient the following deomposition of the salar elds:
ĝ = exp (2ρˆ1) exp
(−→pi · −→t ) (13)
where 1 is the identity and
−→
t are the generators of the algebra SO(D) in the
tensor produt of the adjoint representation with itself, the matrix ĝ has been
deomposed into a fator belonging to the group SO(D) and its determinant
exp (2ρˆ1). Thus, in the ground state both ρˆ and the −→pi vanish so that ĝab = δab.
The elds
−→pi orrespond to utuations whih leave the determinant of ĝ
unhanged while the eld ρˆ orresponds to utuations of the determinant of
ĝ. The elds −→pi belong to the algebra of SO(D) and have two indies in the
adjoint representation so that in the 't Hooft notation will be represented by
four lines while the eld ρˆ is a singlet under SO(D).
6
The presene of suh term (
√
g4+D, when ρ is small, is proportional to a onstant
plus ρ) generates non-renormalizable interations in whih ρ multiplies the kineti
terms of the
−→pi salar elds (dened in Eq. (13)) and of the gauge elds.
7
The reason is that when one expands ĝab around the hosen ground state the
expansion ontains a term proportional to ρδab as well as a term proportional to−→pi ·−→t (where −→pi are dened in Eq. (13) and the −→t are the generators of the algebra
of SO(D) in the tensor produt of the adjoint representation with itself).
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It is worth noting here that ρˆ is preisely the analogue of the salar degree of
freedom of the Abelian Kaluza-Klein framework (in whih the redution from
ve to four dimensions is onsidered). In partiular, this implies that the extra
salar onstraint whih prevents one from having both a onstant salar eld
and the usual Yang-Mills equations for the gauge elds in the non-Abelian
Kaluza-Klein framework is related to ρˆ.
In order to assure a proper behavior of determinant of ĝ in the large D limit,
the ρˆ eld will be normalized as follows:
ρ =
2
D(D− 1) ρˆ, (14)
(where ρ is a eld whih is nite in the large D limit) sine, in this way, when
D→∞ the determinant of ĝ stays nite.
In terms of these elds, the kineti terms of the salars read
−tr
((
∇µ−→pi · −→t
) (
∇µ−→pi · −→t
))
+
(
1− 4
(D− 1)2D2
)
∇µρ∇µρ
where one reognizes, exept by a onstant fator, the usual kineti terms for
salar elds.
The large D saling suggests that the salar mode ρ is sub-dominant with
respet to the Kaluza-Klein gauge elds and
−→pi salars whose numbers grow
with D. This suggests that the well known problem whih arises in Kaluza-
Klein senarios when one tries to deal with non-trivial Kaluza-Klein gauge
elds but with onstant salars arises at order 1/D. As we shall explain in the
next setion, large D eets strongly suppress the propagator of the ρ eld.
4 Some examples of non-trivial Large D resummations
We will now desribe some non-trivial features of the large D expansion of the
Kaluza-Klein gauge and salar elds. The 't Hooft expansion in the Kaluza-
Klein Lagrangian presents novel features due to the appearane of salar elds
represented by four internal lines in the usual "largeN" notation. This lead to
resummation whih soften the UV problem of the theory in a quite systemati
way.
We will not try in the present paper to prove the full renormalizability of the
Kaluza-Klein Lagrangian for salars and gauge elds. As it is well known, for
theory with gauge symmetry, the powerful methods of algebrai renormaliza-
tion based on the BRST symmetry have been developed (for a detailed book
12
on these methods see [18℄). These tools allow one to prove the quantum onsis-
teny of the BRST symmetry to all order in the gauge oupling onstant: the
proof is reursive in the oupling onstant itself. However, these tehniques
annot be applied in the large D expansion of the Kaluza-Klein Lagrangian:
the reason is that in the usual ase of Yang-Mills theory the dependene of
the lassial ation plus the gauge xing term on the oupling onstant is
very simple (a polynomial). While, in the present ase, the dependene of the
Kaluza-Klein ation on the oupling onstant 1/D is quite ompliated and
very far from being a simple polynomial: this prevents one from using the
tehniques of [18℄ in the present ase
8
.
For these reasons, we will ontent ourself by showing that the large D expan-
sion leads to a surprising softening of the UV divergenes by onsidering two
simple examples: sine we are onsidering the UV limit, when omputing the
propagators and verties the bakground geometry will be assumed to be at.
4.1 Examples of large D orretions to the Salar propagators
It will be now disussed the simplest orretion to the ρ propagator due to
Kaluza-Klein gauge elds loops. It will be onsidered the expansion of ĝab
(dened in terms of the fundamental elds ρ and −→pi in Eq. (13)) around the
natural groundstate ĝab|GS:
ĝab|GS = δab
in suh a way that the Feynman rules for the fundamental elds ρ, −→pi and the
gauge elds an be read diretly from the Lagrangian Eq. (12).
In what follows, we will only need the bare propagators of ρ, A and −→pi whih
read:
8
To the best of the authors knowledge, the renormalization proedure in the large
N expansion has been only developed for theories with global symmetry (suh as the
Gross-Neveu model in three dimensions whih is renormalizable at large N despite
being non-renormalizable in the usual perturbative expansion). When dealing with
the large N expansion of QCD one does not worry about the renormalizability of
the theory at large N sine the theory is already known to be renormalizable by
other means. Indeed, (unlike the ases with global symmetries like the Gross-Neveu
model) ases of gauge theories whih are not renormalizable in the usual perturbative
expansion but an be renormalized in the large N expansion are not known.
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−iδabp1 · p2

gµν −
p1µp2ν
p1·p2


Aaµ(p1)
Abν(p2)
ρ
Figure 1. Feynman rule for the ρAaµA
b
ν interation
Πρ(k) =
(
1− 4
(D− 1)2D2
)
−1
i
k2
Πabcdpi (k) =
iδabδcd
k2
ΠabAµν(k) =
−iδabgµν
k2
where the A propagator is in the Feynman gauge and k is the 4-momentum
of the partile.
Here, we will only fous on the analysis of the verties whih do not ap-
pear in the usual Yang-Mills theory: the ones oming from the ĝabF
a
µαF
b
νβ
term when expanding ĝab around the ground state. Suh verties desribe
non-renormalizable interation in normal perturbation theory and its pres-
ene ould be viewed as problemati in the usual sheme. Nevertheless, the
large D expansion leads to a surprising improvement, as we will see in the
ase of the "ρAA" vertex.
We are going to onsider the ontribution of suh vertex to the ρ propagator.
The Feynman rule for the non-renormalizable vertex "ρAA" (whih originates
from the term ĝabF
a
µαF
b
νβ of the Lagrangian) is:
− iδabκp1 · p2
(
gµν − p1µp2ν
p1 · p2
)
(15)
where κ is the Newton's onstant 9 , p1 and p2 are the 4-momenta of the gauge
elds. .
With this propagator, we an onstrut loop orretions to the ρ propagator
as shown in gure 2 .
9
As it has been already stressed, we are interested in the UV limit of the the-
ory. Therefore, when writing the Feynman rules, we will onsider a at bakground
geometry.
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+ + · · ·
AaµA
a
µA
a
µ
Figure 2. Corretions to the ρ propagator due to gluon loops
Eah loop ontributes with a term given by:
∆ρ (p) = D(D− 1)
∫
d4k
{
2 [k · (p− k)]2 + k2 · (p− k)2
k2 · (p− k)2
}
where p is the 4-momentum of the ρ, k is the internal 4-momentum running
in the loop and the dot represents the usual Lorentz produt. Notie that the
integral is highly divergent but it an be regularized by the usual methods.
The presene ofD(D−1) in the expression for∆ρ (p) an be easily understood
by using the 't Hooft notation.
When we sum up all the terms we obtain the geometri series and the result
reads:
[(
1− 4
(D− 1)2D2
)
p2 −∆ρ (p)
]
−1
Beause ∆ρ is proportional to D(D − 1), we nd that the propagator of ρ
is suppressed in the large D limit strongly suggesting the deoupling of this
degree of freedom in the UV. This is an interesting eet sine, in this way,
all the "non-renormalizable" loops in whih the ρ eld appears are suppressed
as well by suh large D resummation. Therefore, this "large D resummation"
leads to a lear improvement of the UV behavior of the theory.
In a similar way, one an ompute the orretion to the propagator of the piab
elds due to gauge elds loops. The Feynman rule for the non-renormalizable
vertex "piAA", whih also originates from the term ĝabF
a
µαF
b
νβ of the La-
grangian as shown in gure 9, is:
− iδacδbdκp · p2
(
gµν − p1µp2ν
p1 · p2
)
(16)
where,again, p1 and p2 are the 4-momenta of the gauge elds.
The main dierene with the previous ase is the olor index fator". Being
piab is a four line eld in t' Hooft diagrammati notation (while the gauge
eld is a usual two line eld), at the leading order there are not losed
olor lines in the loops as we an in gure 9.
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Acµ(p1)
Adν(p2)
piab
−iδacδbdp1 · p2

gµν −
p1µp2ν
p1·p2


Figure 3. Feynman rule for thepiabAcµA
d
ν interation
piab
Acµ(p1)
Adν(p2)
Figure 4. First orretion to the piabpropagator
Therefore, at the leading order eah loop ontribution is independent of D:
∆−→pi (p) = 2
∫
d4k
{
2 [k · (p− k)]2 + k2 · (p− k)2
k2 · (p− k)2
}
.
Consequently, the
−→pi propagator is not diretly suppressed in the largeD limit
as in the ase of ρ.
Eventually, sine the ghosts elds must be in the same representation of the
gauge group as the gauge elds, they will be represented in the 't Hooft no-
tation by two internal lines. Consequently, it an be easily seen that they will
"suer" the same olor orretions as the orresponding gauge elds: there-
fore the large D orretions to the ghosts propagators will be the same as the
large D orretion to the gauge elds. This should be enough to guarantee a
onsistent semi-lassial expansion.
Indeed, in the present paper only two examples of "large D" orretions have
been onsidered. However, the qualitative eets that one should expet by
inluding other possible verties are onsistent with the eets disussed here:
the reason is that in the large D limit one an understand whih are the
dominant ontributions by looking at the 't Hooft double line notation
10
.
10
As a matter of fat, if one looks at the double line struture of the other verties,
one an easily see, for instane, that generially large D eets tend to suppress the
ρ propagator beause of the double line struture shown in the above pitures.
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5 Conlusions
In the present paper some very interesting features of the large D expansion
of a Kaluza-Klein ompatiation in 4 +D dimensions have been analyzed.
Firstly, it has been found that already at lassial level this model exhibits
a nontrivial large D saling: in partiular, it has been shown that the four
dimensional eetive osmologial Λ4 onstant is of order 1/D (so that, at
leading order in the large D expansion, Λ4 vanishes) whereas the size of the
extra dimensions remains nite. At quantum level some features of the 't
Hooft large D expansion of the eetive Lagrangian for the salar and gauge
elds have been studied. It has been shown that the salar degree of freedom
assoiated to the determinant of the extra-dimensional metri (responsible of
many UV divergenes) is suppressed in the large D limit: this eet strongly
indiates that the UV Kaluza-Klein divergenes are softened in the large D
expansion.
As a nal remark it is worth pointing out that one ould expet that this
mehanism an work better than the usual perturbative expansion even for a
not extremely large value of D. For instane in QCD already N = 3 is enough
to trust large N expansion. On the other hand, it is well known that in order
to enompass the Standard Model within the Kaluza-Klein framework we need
at least seven extra dimensions.
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